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Data Centre Solution Services

Consultancy

Epsilon will support your business with an
independent view to assist in any RFP /
RFQ preparations or vendors selection.
Where required, we are also able to train
your internal staff to understand the most
important aspects to consider when planning future data centre developments.

Site Selection and Design

This is arguably the most important decision you will make in building a data centre. Identifying the correct site to fit with
your strategic requirements is critical; as
such we can ensure that this is handled
appropriately. Epsilon has extensive experience with identifying and overcoming the
diverse environmental and geographical
challenges of site selection. Coupled with
this is our ability to aid your understanding for the design and fit, analysing your
requirements not just now but also into the
future.

Data Centre Surveys

An effective and efficient data centre can
be the difference between success and
failure. Epsilon can maximise its potential
through performance surveys which is
always conducted using best practice and
the latest methodology.

Operational Support and Procedures
Epsilon will be able to generate clear
standards and operating procedures for
aspects including: security, access, daily
operations, maintenance, and standard
operating procedures.

Implementation and Project
Management

Our project team is dedicated to manage
the entire project life cycle, ensuring that
all facets of the project are identified. Our
team of internationally experienced professionals and installers are also trained
to integrate with domestic professionals
seamlessly. By creating and conveying an
understanding between all stake holders, we can ensure that commitment to
delivery is understood and achieved to the
highest standard.

Management Software

With a data centre management software tailored to you individual facility and
needs, Epsilon can provide a full system
integration with new and legacy technologies for your data centre. 24 x 7 support
and continual upgrade release is also
included. Customers can take comfort
in knowing the facility can be monitored
anywhere in the world through a dedicated
Service Management Centre.
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